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Abstract
Superconformal symmetry in six-dimensions is analyzed in terms of coordinate
transformations on superspace. A superconformal Killing equation is derived and
its solutions are identified in terms of supertranslations, dilations, Lorentz transfor-
mations, R-symmetry transformations and special superconformal transformations.
The full superconformal symmetry, which is shown to form the group OSp(2, 6|N),
is possible only if the supersymmetry algebra has N spinorial generators of the same
chirality, corresponding to (N, 0) supersymmetry. The R-symmetry group is then
Sp(N) and the corresponding superspace is R6|8N . We define superinversion as a map
to the associated superspace of opposite chirality. General formulae for two-point
and three-point correlation functions of quasi-primary superfields are exhibited. The
superconformal group in six-dimensions is reduced to a corresponding extended super-
conformal group in four-dimensions. Superconformally covariant differential operators
are also discussed.
∗E-mail address: J.H.Park@damtp.cam.ac.uk
1 Introduction
Theories with extended supersymmetry in four-dimensions may have a close relation to sim-
pler theories in higher dimensions, as dimensional reduction of the latter often leads to the
former. In particular, reductions of the six and ten dimensional N = 1 supersymmetric the-
ories yield N = 2 and N = 4 supersymmetric theories in four-dimensions. Six-dimensional
supersymmetric theories have been studied some time ago by various authors, e.g. [1–5].
More recently there is evidence from M/string theory for the presence of renormalization
group fixed points in six-dimensions and hence the existence of non-trivial six-dimensional
theories with superconformal invariance; see [6,7] and references given there. It remains an
open problem to construct explicitly six-dimensional superconformal theories in a super-
space formalism, although some actions have been proposed in terms of component fields
- scalar, spinor and two-form tensor fields [8, 9] such that the three-form formed by its
exterior derivative is self-dual. Note that in six-dimensions the self-duality condition is a
real constraint with Minkowskian signature and theories with a two-form field may be con-
formal, since, in general, under conformal transformations the exterior derivative of p-form
transforms homogeneously only in d = 2(p+ 1) dimensions.
It is well known that conformal transformations may be defined for spacetimes of any di-
mension. However, not all spacetime dimensions allow the corresponding supersymmetry
algebra to be extended to a superconformal algebra. All possible superconformal algebras
were analyzed by Nahm [10] based on the classification of real simple Lie superalgebras [11].
According to [10] the standard supersymmetry algebra admits an extension to a supercon-
formal algebra only if d ≤ 6. In particular, the highest dimension admitting superconformal
algebra is six and in d = 4, 6 dimensions, which are of our interest in this paper, the bosonic
part of the superconformal algebra is
d = 4; o(4, 2)⊕ u(N), N 6= 4 or o(4, 2)⊕ su(4)
d = 6; o(6, 2)⊕ sp(N)
(1.1)
On six-dimensional Minkowskian spacetime it is possible to define Weyl spinors of oppo-
site chiralities and so the six-dimensional supersymmetry may be denoted by two numbers,
(N, N˜), where N and N˜ are the numbers of chiral and anti-chiral supercharges. The R-
symmetry group is then Sp(N) × Sp(N˜). The analysis of Nahm shows that to admit a
superconformal algebra either N or N˜ should be zero. Although both (1, 1) and (2, 0) su-
persymmetry give rise N = 4 four-dimensional supersymmetry after dimensional reduction,
only (2, 0) supersymmetry theories can be superconformal [12].
The above analysis is essentially based on the classification of real simple Lie superalgebras
and identification of the bosonic part with the usual spacetime conformal symmetry. This
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approach does not rely on any definition of superconformal transformation in superspace.
In fact, by analyzing possible forms of the commutators between conformal symmetry and
supersymmetry and ensuring compatibility with the Jacobi identity, the six-dimensional
superconformal algebra may be constructed [9].
In this paper, we analyze six-dimensional superconformal symmetry directly in terms of
coordinate transformations on superspace. The superconformal group is independently de-
rived and we also obtain concise formulae for correlation functions of superfields which
transform simply under superconformal transformations. This approach has previously
been applied in four-dimensions; for the analysis of superconformally invariant correlation
functions in four-dimensions see our earlier work [13] which follows analogous discussions
in the non supersymmetric case [14, 15]. General discussions of superconformal invariance
in four spacetime dimensions are contained in [16, 17] which have further references.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we review six-dimensional (N, N˜)
supersymmetry. For six-dimensional Weyl spinors a pseudo-Majorana notation [18] is in-
troduced, which simplifies the formalism significantly. In section 3, we first define the
six-dimensional superconformal group in terms of superspace coordinate transformations
as a generalization of the definition of ordinary conformal transformations. We then derive
a sufficient and necessary condition for a supercoordinate transformation to be supercon-
formal. The general solutions are identified in terms of supertranslations, dilations, Lorentz
transformations, R-symmetry transformations and special superconformal transformations
for (N, 0) supersymmetry. On the other hand, if N, N˜ > 0, we show that although scale
transformations may be introduced, there exist no special superconformal transformations
as expected from Nahm’s result. We also define superinversion as a map from (N, 0)
superspace to (0, N) superspace. The (N, 0) superconformal group is identified with a su-
permatrix group, OSp(2, 6|N) having dimensions (28 +N(2N + 1)|16N). In section 4, we
obtain an explicit formula for the finite superconformal transformations of the supercoor-
dinates. We also discuss about functions depending on two or three points in superspace
which transform covariantly under superconformal transformations. These functions are
crucial to obtain two and three points correlation functions later. In section 5, the (N, 0)
superconformal group in six-dimensions is reduced to a corresponding superconformal group
in four-dimensions. In particular, the R-symmetry group is reduced from Sp(N) to U(N)
if N 6= 4 and SU(4) if N = 4, as in eq.(1.1). In section 6, we discuss the conditions of
superconformal invariance for correlation functions for quasi-primary superfields. General
forms of two-point and three-point functions are exhibited and explicit formulae for two-
point functions of superfields in simple cases are given as well. In an appendix, some useful
equations and (N, 0) superconformal algebra are given. Superconformally covariant differ-
ential operators are also discussed by considering the conditions for superfields formed by
the action of spinor derivatives on quasi-primary superfields to remain quasi-primary.
2
2 Supersymmetry in Six-dimensions
With the six-dimensional Minkowskian metric ηAB = diag(+1,−1,−1 · · · − 1), the 8 × 8
gamma matrices, ΓA, A = 0, 1, · · ·5, satisfy the Clifford algebra
ΓAΓB + ΓBΓA = 2ηAB (2.1)
The gamma matrices for even dimensions can be chosen in general to have the form
ΓA =
(
0 γA
γ˜A 0
)
(2.2)
where the generalization of γ5 is diagonal
Γ7 = Γ0Γ1Γ2Γ3Γ4Γ5 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(2.3)
We also assume the hermiticity condition
Γ0ΓA†Γ0 = ΓA (2.4)
The 4× 4 matrices, γA, γ˜A satisfy from eq.(2.1)
γAγ˜B + γBγ˜A = 2ηAB (2.5)
and
tr(γAγ˜B) = 4ηAB (2.6)
From eq.(2.4) we have
γ0γA†γ0 = γA γA† = γ˜A (2.7)
In six-dimensions, γA, γ˜A may also be taken to be anti-symmetric
(γA)αβ = −(γ
A)βα (γ˜
A)αβ = −(γ˜A)βα (2.8)
{γA} and {γ˜A} are separately bases of 4× 4 anti-symmetric matrices so that
(γA)αβ(γ˜A)
γδ = 2(δ δα δ
γ
β − δ
γ
α δ
δ
β ) (2.9)
with the coefficient determined by eq.(2.6).
{γ[Aγ˜B], 1} also forms a basis of general 4× 4 matrices with the completeness relation
− 1
8
(γ[Aγ˜B]) βα (γ[Aγ˜B])
δ
γ +
1
4
δ βα δ
δ
γ = δ
δ
α δ
β
γ (2.10)
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With this choice of gamma matrices we get1
(γA)αβ =
1
2
ǫαβγδ(γ˜
A)γδ (2.11a)
(γ˜A)αβ = 1
2
ǫαβγδ(γA)γδ (2.11b)
The supersymmetry algebra has the standard form
{Qa, Q¯b} = 2δ
a
bΓ
APA (2.12)
The eight-component spinorial supercharge, Qa and Grassman variable, ϑa (a = 1, 2, · · ·N)
can be written in the basis given by eqs.(2.2, 2.3)
Qa =
(
Qa+
Qa−
)
Q¯a = Q
a†Γ0 = (Q¯−a , Q¯
+
a ) (2.13)
ϑa =
(
ϑa+
ϑa−
)
ϑ¯a = ϑ
a†Γ0 = (ϑ¯−a , ϑ¯
+
a ) (2.14)
where the superscripts/subscripts ± denote Weyl spinors.
With the decomposition (2.13) and (2.14) we define for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N
Qi =
(
Qa+
(Q¯+a )
t
)
Q˜i =
(
Qa−
(Q¯−a )
t
)
(2.15)
θi =
(
ϑa−
(ϑ¯−a )
t
)
θ˜i =
(
ϑa+
(ϑ¯+a )
t
)
(2.16)
With these definitions the supersymmetry algebra (2.12) is equivalent in six-dimensions to
{Qi, (Qj)t} = 2E ijγAPA (2.17a)
{Q˜i, (Q˜j)t} = 2E ijγ˜APA (2.17b)
where E ij is
E ij =
(
0 δab
−δ ba 0
)
(2.18)
and the inverse, E¯ij, is defined by E
ijE¯jk = δ
i
k
E¯jk =
(
0 −δ cb
δbc 0
)
(2.19)
1We put ǫ1234 = ǫ
1234 = 1. See Appendix A for further discussion.
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Qi, θi, Q˜i, θ˜i satisfy the pseudo-Majorana conditions
Q¯i = Q
i†γ0 = (Qj)tE¯ji
¯˜Qi = Q˜
i†γ˜0 = (Q˜j)tE¯ji (2.20)
θ¯i = θ
i†γ˜0 = (θj)tE¯ji
¯˜θi = θ˜
i†γ0 = (θ˜j)tE¯ji (2.21)
which give
ϑ¯aQ
a + Q¯aϑ
a = Q¯iθ
i + ¯˜Qiθ˜
i (2.22)
Q¯iθ
i = θ¯iQ
i ¯˜Qiθ˜
i =
¯˜
θiQ˜
i (2.23)
The six-dimensional supersymmetry algebra obtained here can be generalized by replacing
eq.(2.17b) by
{Q˜ı˜, (Q˜˜)t} = 2E˜ ı˜˜γ˜APA ı˜, ˜ = 1, 2, · · · , 2N˜ (2.24)
with E˜ , the appropriate anti-symmetric matrix, so that with eq.(2.17a) they form the six-
dimensional (N, N˜) supersymmetry algebra. The above discussion therefore demonstrates
that the supersymmetry algebra (2.12) corresponds to (N,N) supersymmetry.
The exterior derivative, d, on superspace with coordinates zA = (xA, θiα, θ˜ı˜α), is defined as
d ≡ dzA
∂
∂zA
= eADA = e
A∂A + dθ
iαDiα + dθ˜
ı˜
αD˜
α
ı˜ (2.25)
where eA = (eA, dθiα, dθ˜ı˜α) are supertranslation invariant one forms
eA(z) = dxA − iθ¯iγ
Adθi − i
¯˜
θ ı˜γ˜
Adθ˜ı˜ (2.26)
and DA = (∂A, Diα, D˜
α
ı˜ ) are covariant derivatives
∂A =
∂
∂xA
Diα =
∂
∂θiα
− i(θ¯iγ
A)α
∂
∂xA
D˜αı˜ =
∂
∂θ˜ı˜α
− i(
¯˜θ ı˜γ˜
A)α
∂
∂xA
(2.27)
satisfying the anti-commutator relations
{Diα, Djβ} = −2iE¯ijγ
A
αβ∂A {D˜
α
ı˜ , D˜
β
˜ } = −2i
¯˜E ı˜˜γ˜
Aαβ∂A (2.28)
Under an arbitrary superspace coordinate transformation, z → z′, eA and DA transform as
eA(z′) = eB(z)RB
A(z) D′A = R
−1
A
B(z)DB (2.29)
so that the exterior derivative is left invariant
eA(z)DA = e
A(z′)D′A (2.30)
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3 Superconformal Symmetry in Six-dimensions
The superconformal group is defined here as a group of superspace coordinate transforma-
tions, z
g
−→ z′ that preserve the infinitesimal supersymmetric interval length, e2 = ηABe
AeB
upto a local scale factor, so that
e2(z) → e2(z′) = Ω2(z; g)e2(z) (3.1)
where Ω(z; g) is a local scale factor.
This requires
eA(z′) = eB(z)R AB (z; g) (3.2)
and
R CA (z; g)R
D
B (z; g)ηCD = Ω
2(z; g)ηAB (3.3)
giving
detR(z; g) = Ω6(z; g) (3.4)
To ensure eq.(3.2), RA
B(z; g) in eq.(2.29) must be of the form
RA
B(z; g) =

R BA (z; g) ∂Aθ
′jβ ∂Aθ˜
′˜
β
0 Diαθ
′jβ Diαθ˜
′˜
β
0 D˜αı˜ θ
′jβ D˜αı˜ θ˜
′˜
β
 (3.5)
To achieve the form (3.5) we must impose
Diαx
′A + iθ¯′jγ
ADiαθ
′j + i
¯˜
θ′˜γ˜
ADiαθ˜
′˜ = 0 (3.6a)
D˜αı˜ x
′A + iθ¯′jγ
AD˜αı˜ θ
′j + i
¯˜
θ′˜γ˜
AD˜αı˜ θ˜
′˜ = 0 (3.6b)
while R BA is given by
R BA (z; g) =
∂x′B
∂xA
− iθ¯′iγ
B ∂θ
′i
∂xA
− i
¯˜
θ′ı˜γ˜
B ∂θ˜
′˜ı
∂xA
(3.7)
and R(z; g) must also satisfy eq.(3.3). R(z; g) forms a representation of the superconformal
group, since under the successive superconformal transformations, z
g
−→ z′
g′
−→ z′′ giving
z
g′′
−→ z′′, we have
R(z; g)R(z′; g′) = R(z; g′′) (3.8)
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Infinitesimally z′ ≃ z + δz, eq.(3.6a) gives, if N > 0,
Diαh
A = −2i(λ¯iγ
A)α (3.9)
and for N˜ > 0
D˜αı˜ h
A = −2i(¯˜λı˜γ˜
A)α (3.10)
where we define
λi = δθi λ˜ı˜ = δθ˜ı˜ (3.11)
hA = δxA − iθ¯iγ
Aδθi − i¯˜θ ı˜γ˜
Aδθ˜ı˜ (3.12)
Infinitesimally R BA from eq.(3.7) is of the form
R BA ≃ δ
B
A + ∂Ah
B (3.13)
so that the condition (3.3) reduces to the ordinary conformal Killing equation
∂AhB + ∂BhA ∝ ηAB (3.14)
This result follows from eq.(3.9), since using the anti-commutator relation for Diα (2.28)
we get from eq.(3.9)
E¯ij∂Bh
A = 1
4
(
Diα(λ¯jγ
Aγ˜B)
α −Djα(λ¯iγ
Aγ˜B)
α
)
(3.15)
and hence
E¯ij(∂AhB + ∂BhA) =
1
2
(Diαλ¯
α
j −Djαλ¯
α
i )ηAB (3.16)
which implies
∂AhB + ∂BhA = 2ρηAB (3.17a)
Diαλ¯
α
j −Djαλ¯
α
i = 4ρE¯ij (3.17b)
A similar equation may also be obtained from eq.(3.10).
Hence eqs.(3.9, 3.10) are sufficient and necessary conditions for (N, N˜) superconformal sym-
metry, although if N˜ = 0 eq.(3.9) alone is sufficient.2
2While this work was being completed, similar equations to (3.9, 3.14) were discussed by Grojean and
Mourad [19].
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In six-dimensions there is a unique correspondence between a general six vector, vA, and
an anti-symmetric matrix, vαβ or v˜
αβ through
vαβ = v
AγAαβ v
A = 1
4
tr(γ˜Av) (3.18a)
v˜αβ = vAγ˜αβA v
A = 1
4
tr(γAv˜) (3.18b)
where
vαβ =
1
2
ǫαβγδ v˜
γδ v˜αβ = 1
2
ǫαβγδvγδ (3.19)
With this notation and using eq.(2.9), eq.(3.9) is equivalent to
Diαh˜
βγ = 1
3
(δ βα Diδh˜
δγ − δ γα Diδh˜
δβ) (3.20)
and λ¯αi is given by
λ¯αi = i
1
12
Diβ h˜
βα (3.21)
Eq.(3.20) may therefore be regarded as the fundamental (N, 0) superconformal Killing equa-
tion.
To solve these equations we first write a general solution of eq.(3.14) as
hA(z) = aA(θ) + λ(θ)xA + wAB(θ)x
B + 2x·b(θ)xA − x2bA(θ) (3.22)
where wAB(θ) + wBA(θ) = 0. It is convenient to introduce the variables
x˜± = x˜± 2iθ
iθ¯i (3.23)
where
x˜t± = −x˜∓ x˜± = γ˜
0x˜†∓γ˜
0 (3.24)
Then eq.(3.22) can be written in terms of h˜ = hAγ˜A as
h˜(z) = x˜−b(θ)x˜+ +W (θ)x˜+ + x˜−W (θ)
t + A˜(θ) (3.25)
where
W (θ) = 1
4
wAB(θ)γ˜
AγB + 1
2
λ(θ) + 2iθiθ¯ib(θ) (3.26)
A˜(θ) = a˜(θ) + i1
2
wAB(θ)(θ
iθ¯iγ
B γ˜A − γ˜AγBθiθ¯i) + 4(θ¯ib(θ)θ
j)θiθ¯j = −(A˜(θ))
t (3.27)
Essentially we may regard W (θ) as an arbitrary 4×4 matrix and A˜(θ) as an arbitrary 4×4
anti-symmetric matrix.
The variables, x˜± defined in eq.(3.23), satisfy
Diαx˜
βγ
+ = 4iδ
γ
α θ¯
β
i Diαx˜
βγ
− = −4iδ
β
α θ¯
γ
i (3.28)
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which ensures that substituting eq.(3.25) into eq.(3.20) leads independent equations for
b(θ), W (θ), A˜(θ). Here, we outline the method of solution.3
Considering the x2-terms one can show
Diαb(θ) = 0 (3.29)
and so bA(θ) is independent of θ and hence eq.(3.28) shows that x˜−bx˜+ is a solution of
eq.(3.20). Now focusing on the linear terms in x, one can show
DiαW
β
γ(θ) = δ
β
α DiγW
δ
δ(θ) (3.30)
DiαDjβW
γ
δ(θ) = 0 (3.31)
These two relations determine W (θ)
W (θ) = −4θiρ¯i + ω +
1
2
λ W (θ)t = −4ρiθ¯i − ω˜ +
1
2
λ (3.32)
where for ωAB = −ωBA
ω = 1
4
ωABγ˜
AγB ω˜ = 1
4
ωABγ
Aγ˜B (3.33)
and ρiα, ρ¯iα satisfy
ρ¯i = (ρ
j)tE¯ji (3.34)
W (θ)x˜+ + x˜−W (θ)
t is a solution of eq.(3.20) as well. Therefore the remaining terms are
DiαA˜
βγ(θ) = 1
3
(
δ βα DiδA˜
δγ(θ)− δ γα DiδA˜
δβ(θ)
)
(3.35)
from which one can derive
DiαDjβA˜
γδ(θ) = 1
12
(δ γα δ
δ
β − δ
δ
α δ
γ
β )DiǫDjηA˜
ǫη(θ) (3.36)
DiαDjβDkγA˜(θ) = 0 (3.37)
and so A˜(θ) is at most quadratic in θ. By virtue of these two equations, it is straightforward
to get the following form of A˜(θ)
A˜(θ) = −4iθiT ji θ¯j + 4i(ε
iθ¯i − θ
iε¯i) + a˜ (3.38)
where T ji , ε
iα, ε¯αi satisfy
T tE + ET = 0
ε¯i = (ε
j)tE¯ji
(3.39)
3The details of deriving eqs.(3.29, 3.30, 3.31, 3.36, 3.37) can be found in Appendix B.
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Each term appearing in eq.(3.38) is an independent solution of eq.(3.20).
All together, we now have the following general solution of eq.(3.20)
h˜ = x˜−bx˜++(ω+
1
2
λ−4θiρ¯i)x˜+− x˜−(ω˜−
1
2
λ+4ρiθ¯i)−4iθ
iT ji θ¯j+4i(ε
iθ¯i−θ
iε¯i)+ a˜ (3.40)
which induces
λi(z) = εi + 1
2
λθi + ωθi − θjT ij + x˜−bθ
i + ix˜−ρ
i − 4(ρ¯jθ
i)θj (3.41)
We may also rewrite the result (3.40) as
δx˜+ = x˜+bx˜+ − 4x˜+ρ
iθ¯i + λx˜+ + ωx˜+ − x˜+ω˜ + 4iε
iθ¯i + a˜ (3.42a)
δx˜− = x˜−bx˜− − 4θ
iρ¯ix˜− + λx˜− + ωx˜− − x˜−ω˜ − 4iθ
iε¯i + a˜ (3.42b)
Furthermore, imposing the reality condition for xA and θ¯i = θ
i†γ˜0 gives the following extra
conditions
aA∗ = aA bA∗ = bA ωAB
∗ = ωAB λ
∗ = λ T † = −T
ρ¯i = ρ
i†γ0 ε¯i = ε
i†γ˜0
(3.43)
The solutions we obtained here read the generators of (N, 0) superconformal transforma-
tions.
3.1 (N, 0) Superconformal Transformations
In summary the generators of (N, 0) superconformal transformations in six-dimensions act-
ing on the six-dimensional chiral superspace, R
6|8N
+ , with coordinates, z
A = (xA, θi) can be
reduced to
1. Supertranslations
δxA = aA − iθ¯iγ
Aεi δθi = εi (3.44)
2. Dilations
δxA = λxA δθi = 1
2
λθi (3.45)
3. Lorentz transformations, with ω defined in eq.(3.33),
δxA = ωABx
B δθi = ωθi (3.46)
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4. R-symmetry transformations belonging to Sp(N), of dimension N(2N + 1),
δxA = 0 δθi = −θjT ij (3.47)
where the 2N × 2N matrix, T , is a Sp(N) generator, i.e. T † = −T, T tE + ET = 0.
5. Special superconformal transformations
δxA = 2x·b xA − x2bA + θ¯ibθ
j θ¯jγ
Aθi + θ¯iγ
Ax˜+ρ
i
δθi = x˜−bθ
i + ix˜−ρ
i − 4(ρ¯jθ
i)θj
(3.48)
3.2 (N, N˜), N, N˜ 6= 0 Case
To get the generators of (N, N˜) possible superconformal transformations, where both
N, N˜ 6= 0, we need to require hA to satisfy eq.(3.10) as well.
{Diα, D˜
β
˜ } = 0 implies
D˜β˜ (λ¯iγ
A)α = −Diα(
¯˜
λ˜γ˜
A)β (3.49)
Contracting this with γ˜γδA , using eqs.(2.9,A.1a), leads to
2D˜β˜ λ¯
[γ
i δ
δ]
α = Diα
¯˜
λ˜ηǫ
ηβγδ (3.50)
Furthermore considering the contraction with δβγ , it is easy to show Diα
¯˜
λ˜β = D˜
α
ı˜ λ¯
β
j = 0
and so
DiαD˜
β
˜ h
A = 0 (3.51)
Consequently
Diα∂Bh
A = D˜αı˜ ∂Bh
A = 0
∂B∂Ch
A = 0
(3.52)
which imply that if N, N˜ 6= 0 then there are no special superconformal transformations as
in eq.(3.48).
The infinitesimal transformations satisfying eq.(3.1) are just
1. Supertranslations
δxA = aA − iθ¯iγ
Aεi − i¯˜θ ı˜γ˜
Aε˜ı˜ δθi = εi δθ˜ı˜ = ε˜ı˜ (3.53)
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2. Dilations
δxA = λxA δθi = 1
2
λθi δθ˜ı˜ = 1
2
λθ˜ı˜ (3.54)
3. Lorentz transformations
δxA = ωABx
B δθi = ωθi δθ˜ı˜ = ω˜θ˜ı˜ (3.55)
4. R-symmetry transformations, Sp(N)× Sp(N˜)
δxA = 0 δθi = −θjT ij δθ˜
ı˜ = −θ˜˜T˜ ı˜˜ (3.56)
where T, T˜ are Sp(N), Sp(N˜) generators respectively.
The supersymmetric interval in this case, which is invariant under supertranslations (3.53),
is given by
zA12 = (x
A
12, θ
i
12, θ˜
ı˜
12) = −z
A
21 (3.57)
where
xA12 = x
A
1 − x
A
2 − iθ¯2iγ
Aθi1 − i
¯˜θ2ı˜γ˜
Aθ˜ı˜1 θ
i
12 = θ
i
1 − θ
i
2 θ˜
ı˜
12 = θ˜
ı˜
1 − θ˜
ı˜
2
(3.58)
3.3 Superinversion and Spatial Reflection
In this subsection we show how superinversion may be defined as a map from R
6|8N
+ super-
space to R
6|8N
− superspace, where R
6|8N
− has coordinates z˜
A˜ = (yA, φi) with φiα having the
opposite chirality to θiα.
For any zA = (xA, θi) ∈ R
6|8N
+ if we define y±, φ
i, φ¯i by
y± = −x˜
−1
± φ
i = −ix˜−1− θ
i φ¯i = iθ¯ix˜
−1
+ (3.59)
then from eqs.(2.21, 3.24) these satisfy
y+ − y− = x˜
−1
− (x˜+ − x˜−)x˜
−1
+ = 4iφ
iφ¯i
φi†γ0 = φjtE¯ji = φ¯i
(3.60)
Hence
y = 1
2
(y+ + y−) = −y
t = yAγA (3.61)
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and in consequence z˜A˜ = (yA, φi) ∈ R
6|8N
− . We may therefore use eq.(3.59) to define
superinversion zA
i
−→ z˜A˜ as a map, R
6|8N
+ → R
6|8N
− .
From eq.(3.59) the inverse i−1 is easily seen to be given by
x˜± = −y
−1
± θ
i = −iy−1− φ
i θ¯i = iφ¯i y
−1
+ (3.62)
From eq.(2.26) the infinitesimal supersymmetric intervals, eA(z), fA(z˜) for the R
6|8N
+ and
R
6|8N
− superspaces are respectively
eA(z) = dxA − iθ¯iγ
Adθi fA(z˜) = dyA − iφ¯iγ˜
Adφi (3.63)
Under superinversion, eA transforms as
f(z˜) = x˜−1− e˜(z)x˜
−1
+ (3.64)
or equivalently
fA(z˜) = eB(z)R AB (z; i) R
A
B (z; i) =
1
4
tr(x˜−1− γ˜Bx˜
−1
+ γ˜
A) (3.65)
If we consider a transformation, z˜
i−1
−→ z
g
−→ z′
i
−→ z˜′, where g is a (N, 0) superconfor-
mal transformation, then this becomes a (0, N) superconformal transformation z˜
g˜
−→ z˜′.
To demonstrate we consider the variations δy+, δφ
i arising from the infinitesimal (N, 0)
superconformal transformation (3.41, 3.42a)
δy+ = x˜
−1
+ δx˜+x˜
−1
+ = y+a˜y+ − 4y+ε
iφ¯i − λy+ + ω˜y+ − y+ω + 4iρ
iφ¯i + b
δφi = ρi − 1
2
λφi + ω˜φi − φjT ij + y−a˜φ
i + iy−ε
i − 4(ε¯jφ
i)φj
(3.66)
Hence, under superinversion, the superconformal transformations are related by
a
b
εi
ρi
λ
ωAB
T ji

−→

b
a
ρi
εi
−λ
ωAB
T ji

(3.67)
which manifestly shows a duality between (N, 0) and (0, N) superconformal transforma-
tions. In particular, (N, 0) special superconformal transformations (3.48) can be obtained
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by z
i
−→ z˜
(b,ρ)
−−−−→ z˜′
i−1
−→ z′ where (b, ρ) is a supertranslation on R
6|8N
− superspace.
We may also define a reflection map, rB B 6= 0, from R
6|8N
+ superspace to R
6|8N
− superspace
so that zA
rB−→ z˜A˜ by
yA =
{
xA A 6= B
−xA A = B
or y = γB x˜γB (3.68)
and, introducing in addition a Sp(N) transformation, R,
φi = iγBθjRj
i φ¯i = −i(R
−1)i
j θ¯jγ
B (3.69)
This gives with the definitions (3.63)
f(z˜) = γB e˜(z)γB (3.70)
We may now define a map z
i
−→ z˜
r−1
B
−−→ z′ or z
iB
−−→ z′ which leads
x˜′± = −γ˜
B x˜−1± γ˜
B θ′i = γ˜B x˜−1− θ
j(R−1)j
i θ¯′i = Ri
j θ¯j x˜
−1
+ γ˜
B (3.71)
It is easy to see since x˜′±
−1 = −γB x˜±γ
B that
(xA, θi)
i2
B−→ (xA,−θj(R2)−1j
i) (3.72)
If we choose R so that
R2 = −1 (3.73)
then
i2B = 1 (3.74)
3.4 (N, 0) Superconformal Algebra
The generator of infinitesimal (N, 0) superconformal transformations, L, is given by
L = hA∂A + λ
iαDiα (3.75)
If we write the commutator of two generators, L1,L2 as
[L2,L1] = L3 = h
A
3 ∂A + λ
iα
3 Diα (3.76)
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then hA3 , λ
iα
3 are given by
hA3 = h
B
2 ∂Bh
A
1 − iλ¯2iγ
Aλi1 − (1↔ 2)
λiα3 = h
A
2 ∂Aλ
iα
1 + λ
jβ
2 Djβλ
iα
1 − (1↔ 2)
(3.77)
and hA3 , λ
iα
3 satisfy eq.(3.9) verifying the closure of the Lie algebra.
Explicitly we get4
aA3 = ω
A
1 Ba
B
2 + λ1a
A
2 + iε¯1iγ
Aεi2 − (1↔ 2)
εi3 = ω1ε
i
2 +
1
2
λ1ε
i
2 + ia˜2ρ
i
1 − ε
j
2T1j
i − (1↔ 2)
λ3 = 2a2·b1 + 2ρ¯1iε
i
2 − (1↔ 2)
ωAB3 = ω
A
1Cω
CB
2 + 2(a
A
2 b
B
1 − a
B
2 b
A
1 ) + 2ε¯2iγ
[Aγ˜B]ρi1 − (1↔ 2)
bA3 = ω
A
1 Bb
B
2 − λ1b
A
2 + iρ¯1iγ˜
Aρi2 − (1↔ 2)
ρi3 = ω˜1ρ
i
2 −
1
2
λ1ρ
i
2 + ib2ε
i
1 − ρ
j
2T1j
i − (1↔ 2)
T3i
j = (T1T2)
j
i + 4(ε¯1iρ
j
2 + ρ¯1iε
j
2)− (1↔ 2)
(3.78)
Now, if we define a (8 + 2N)× (8 + 2N) matrix, M as
M =
 ω +
1
2
λ −ia˜ 2εj
−ib ω˜ − 1
2
λ 2ρj
2ρ¯i 2ε¯i T
j
i
 (3.79)
then the relation above (3.78) agrees with the matrix commutator
[M1,M2] = M3 (3.80)
This can be verified from eqs.(2.9, 2.10) using
ε¯1iγ
Aεi2γ˜A = 2(ε
i
1ε¯2i − ε
i
2ε¯1i)
ρi1ε¯2i =
1
8
ε¯2iγ
[Aγ˜B]ρi1γ[Aγ˜B] −
1
4
ε¯2iρ
i
11
(3.81)
4From eq.(3.78) we can read off the six-dimensional (N, 0) superconformal algebra. The explicit form
of it is given in Appendix C.
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In general, M can be defined as a (8, 2N) supermatrix subject to the two conditions5
BMB−1 = −M † (3.82)
CMC−1 = −M t (3.83)
where
B = B−1 =
 0 γ˜
0 0
γ0 0 0
0 0 −1
 , C =
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 −E
 (3.84)
The 8× 8 matrix appearing in M (
ω + 1
2
λ −ia˜
−ib ω˜ − 1
2
λ
)
(3.85)
corresponds to a generator of O(2, 6) as demonstrated in Appendix D. Thus, the (N, 0)
superconformal group in six-dimensions may be identified with the matrix group generated
by matrices of the form M , which is OSp(2, 6|N) ≡ Gs having dimensions
(28 +N(2N + 1)|16N).
4 Coset Realization of Transformations
To obtain an explicit formula for the finite superconformal transformations, we first iden-
tify the superspace, R
6|8N
+ , as a coset, Gs/G0, where G0 ⊂ Gs is the subgroup generated
by matrices M0 of the form (3.79) with a
A = 0, εi = 0 and depending on parameters
bA, ρi, λ, ωAB, Ti
j.
The group of supertranslations, GT , is parameterized by coordinates, z
A ∈ R
6|8N
+ , and is
defined in terms of supermatrices6
GT (z) = exp
 0 −ix˜ 2θ
j
0 0 0
0 2θ¯i 0
 =
 1 −ix˜+ 2θ
j
0 1 0
0 2θ¯i δ
j
i
 (4.1)
where x˜+ is given in eq.(3.23).
We may write
GT (z2)
−1GT (z1) = GT (z12) GT (z)
−1 = GT (−z) (4.2)
5We define the transpose of a supermatrix as
(
a b
c d
)t
=
(
at ct
−bt dt
)
.
6The subscript, T , denotes supertranslations.
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where
zA12 = (x
A
12, θ
i
12) = −z
A
21
xA12 = x
A
1 − x
A
2 − iθ¯2iγ
Aθi1 θ
i
12 = θ
i
1 − θ
i
2
(4.3)
which defines supersymmetric interval for R
6|8N
+ superspace, as in eq.(3.58).
In general an element of Gs can be uniquely decomposed as GTG0. Thus for any element
G(g) ∈ Gs we may define a superconformal transformation, z
g
−→ z′, and an associated
element G0(z; g) ∈ G0 by
G(g)−1GT (z)G0(z; g) = GT (z
′) (4.4)
If G(g) ∈ GT then clearly G0(z; g) = 1.
Infinitesimally eq.(4.4) becomes
δGT (z) =MGT (z)−GT (z)Mˆ0(z) (4.5)
If M is given by eq.(3.79) then letting δGT (z) = LGT (z) we may verify that L is identical
with the form given by eq.(3.75) with eqs.(3.40, 3.41) and further Mˆ0(z), the generator of
G0, has the form
Mˆ0(z) =

ωˆ(z) + 1
2
λˆ(z) 0 0
−ib ˜ˆω(z)− 1
2
λˆ(z) 2ρˆj(z)
2¯ˆρi(z) 0 Tˆ
j
i (z)
 (4.6)
where the elements of Mˆ0(z) depending on z are given by
ωˆ(z) = ω − 4θiρ¯i + x˜−b +
1
4
tr(4θiρ¯i − x˜−b) 1
˜ˆω(z) = ω˜ + 4ρiθ¯i − bx˜+ −
1
4
tr(4ρiθ¯i − bx˜+) 1 = −ωˆ(z)
t
λˆ(z) = λ+ 2b·x+ 2θ¯iρ
i = 1
6
∂Ah
A(z)
Tˆ ji (z) = T
j
i + 4iθ¯ibθ
j + 4(ρ¯iθ
j − θ¯iρ
j)
ρˆj(z) = ρj − ibθj = −i1
6
γA∂Aλ
j(z)
(4.7)
ωˆ(z), ˜ˆω(z) can be also written as ωˆ(z) = 1
4
ωˆAB(z)γ˜
AγB, ˜ˆω(z) = 1
4
ωˆAB(z)γ
Aγ˜B where
ωˆAB(z) = ωAB + 4x[AbB] + θ¯iγ[Aγ˜B](2ρ
i − ibθi) = −∂[AhB](z) (4.8)
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The definitions (4.7) may be summarized by
Diαλ
jβ(z) = δ ji (
1
2
λˆ(z)δ βα −
˜ˆωα
β(z))− Tˆ ji (z)δ
β
α (4.9)
and they give
[Diα,L] =
1
2
λˆ(z)Diα − ˜ˆωα
β(z)Diβ − Tˆ
j
i (z)Djα (4.10)
For later use we note
Diα ˜ˆωβ
γ(z) = 4δ γα
¯ˆρiβ(z)− δ
γ
β
¯ˆρiα(z)
Diαλˆ(z) = −2¯ˆρiα(z)
DiαTˆ
k
j (z) = −4δ
k
i
¯ˆρjα(z)− 4E¯ijρˆ
k
α(z)
(4.11)
The above analysis can be simplified by reducing G0(z; g). To achieve this we let
Z0 =
 0 01 0
0 1
 (4.12)
and then
M0Z0 = Z0H0 H0 =
(
ω˜ − 1
2
λ 2ρj
0 T ji
)
(4.13)
Now if we define
Z(z) ≡ GT (z)Z0 =
 −ix˜+ 2θ
j
1 0
2θ¯i δ
j
i
 (4.14)
then Z(z) transforms under infinitesimal superconformal transformations as
δZ(z) = LZ(z) = MZ(z)− Z(z)H(z) (4.15)
where H(z) is given by
Mˆ0(z)Z0 = Z0H(z) H(z) =
(
˜ˆω(z)− 1
2
λˆ(z) 2ρˆj(z)
0 Tˆ ji (z)
)
(4.16)
From eqs.(3.76, 3.80) we have
H3(z) = L2H1(z)− L1H2(z) + [H1(z), H2(z)] (4.17)
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which gives separate equations for ˜ˆω, λˆ, ρˆi and Tˆ ji , thus λˆ3 = L2λˆ1 −L1λˆ2, etc.
As a conjugate of Z(z) we define Z¯(z) by
Z¯(z) =
(
γ˜0 0
0 −1
)
Z(z)†B =
(
1 0
0 −E¯
)
Z(z)tC =
(
1 ix˜− −2θ
j
0 −2θ¯i δ
j
i
)
(4.18)
This satisfies
Z¯(z) = Z¯(0)GT (z)
−1 (4.19)
and corresponding to eq.(4.15) we have
δZ¯(z) = LZ¯(z) = H¯(z)Z¯(z)− Z¯(z)M (4.20)
where
H¯(z) =
(
ωˆ(z) + 1
2
λˆ(z) 0
2¯ˆρi(z) Tˆ
j
i (z)
)
(4.21)
4.1 Functions of Two Points
To consider functions of two points, z1, z2, which transform covariantly under superconfor-
mal transformations, we first define F (z) for z ∈ R
6|8N
+ by
F (z) =
(
−ix˜+ 2θ
j
2θ¯i δ
j
i
)
(4.22)
This satisfies the conditions
F (−z) =
(
γ˜0 0
0 −1
)
F (z)†
(
γ˜0 0
0 −1
)
=
(
1 0
0 −E¯
)
F (z)t
(
1 0
0 −E
)
=
(
ix˜− −2θ
j
−2θ¯i δ
j
i
) (4.23)
and the superdeterminant of F (z) is given by
sdet F (z) = det(−ix˜+ − 4θ
iθ¯i) = det(−ix˜−)
= det x˜+ = det x˜−
(4.24)
If we consider(
1 0
−2iθ¯ix˜
−1
+ 1
)
F (z)
(
1 −2ix˜−1+ θ
j
0 1
)
=
(
−ix˜+ 0
0 Vi
j(−z)
)
(4.25)
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then this defines Vi
j(z) as
Vi
j(z) = δ ji + 4iθ¯ix˜
−1
− θ
j (4.26)
From eqs.(4.24, 4.25) it is evident that
det V (z) = 1 (4.27)
and from eq.(3.24) Vi
j(z) also satisfies eq.(4.52) and hence Vi
j(z) ∈ Sp(N). Furthermore
we have
Vi
j(−z) = V −1i
j(z) = V †i
j(z) = δ ji − 4iθ¯ix˜
−1
+ θ
j (4.28)
We may also show from eq.(4.25)
F (z)−1 =
(
ix˜−1− −2ix˜
−1
− θ
j
−2iθ¯ix˜
−1
− V
j
i (z)
)
(4.29)
Using the definition of F (z) (4.22), we may now write from eqs.(4.14, 4.18)
Z¯(z2)Z(z1) = F (z12) =
(
iX21 −2θ
j
21
−2θ¯21i δ
j
i
)
(4.30)
where from eq.(3.23)
X21 = x˜2− − x˜1+ + 4iθ
i
2θ¯1i
= x˜21 − 2iθ
i
21θ¯21i = (x˜21)− = −(x˜12)+
(4.31)
From eq.(3.24) we also have
X t21 = X12 X
†
21 = −γ
0X12γ
0 (4.32)
where
X12 = x˜12 − 2iθ
i
12θ¯12i = −X21 − 4iθ
i
21θ¯21i (4.33)
Infinitesimally, from eqs.(4.15, 4.20), F (z12) transforms as
δF (z12) = H¯(z2)F (z12)− F (z12)H(z1) (4.34)
For consistency with the form (4.30) it is necessary that
Tˆ ji (z2)− Tˆ
j
i (z1)− 4
¯ˆρi(z2)θ
j
21 + 4θ¯21iρˆ
j(z1) = 0 (4.35)
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In particular, we have from eq.(4.34)
δX21 = ωˆ(z2)X21 − X21 ˜ˆω(z1) +
1
2
(λˆ(z1) + λˆ(z2))X21 (4.36)
and hence
sdet F (z12) = detX12 = detX21 (4.37)
which is a scalar depending on z1, z2 transforming homogeneously
δ detX12 = 2(λˆ(z1) + λˆ(z2)) detX12 (4.38)
From eq.(4.29) we get
F (z12)
−1 =
(
iX−112 −2iX
−1
12 θ
j
12
−2iθ¯12iX
−1
12 V
j
i (z12)
)
(4.39)
From eq.(4.34) F (z12)
−1 transforms as
δF (z12)
−1 = H(z1)F (z12)
−1 − F (z12)
−1H¯(z2) (4.40)
Consistency with the form (4.39) requires
˜ˆω(z1)−
1
2
λˆ(z1)− 4ρˆ
i(z1)θ¯12i + bX12 = ˜ˆω(z2)−
1
2
λˆ(z2) (4.41)
Vi
j(z21) transforms infinitesimally as
δV (z21) = Tˆ (z2)V (z21)− V (z21)Tˆ (z1) (4.42)
4.2 Finite Transformations
Finite superconformal transformations are obtained by exponentiation of infinitesimal trans-
formations. To obtain a superconformal transformation z
g
−→ z′, we therefore solve the
differential equation
d
ds
zAs = L
A(zs) z0 = z z1 = z
′ (4.43)
where, with L given in eq.(3.75), LA(z) is defined by
L = LA(z)∂A (4.44)
From eq.(4.15) we get
d
ds
Z(zs) =MZ(zs)− Z(zs)H(zs) (4.45)
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which integrates to
Z(zs) = e
sMZ(z)K(z, s) (4.46)
where K(z, s) satisfies
d
ds
K(z, s) = −K(z, s)H(zs) K(z, 0) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
(4.47)
Hence for s = 1 with K(z, 1) ≡ K(z; g) the superconformal transformation, z
g
−→ z′, from
eq.(4.46) becomes
Z(z′) = G(g)−1Z(z)K(z; g) G(g)−1 = eM (4.48)
K(z; g) is a representation of the superconformal group, since under the successive super-
conformal transformations, z
g
−→ z′
g′
−→ z′′ giving z
g′′
−→ z′′, we have
K(z; g)K(z′; g′) = K(z; g′′) (4.49)
In general K(z; g) is of the form
K(z; g) =
(
L(z; g) 2Σj(z; g)
0 U ji (z; g)
)
(4.50)
Since d
ds
U(z, s) = −U(z, s)Tˆ (zs) and Tˆ (z) satisfies the conditions
Tˆ tE + E Tˆ = 0 Tˆ † = −Tˆ tr(Tˆ ) = 0 (4.51)
U ∈ Sp(N), i.e.
U tEU = E U † = U−1 detU = 1 (4.52)
Similarly L satisfies
L† = γ0Ltγ˜0 (4.53)
G0(z; g) in eq.(4.4) is related to K(z; g) from eq.(4.48) by
G0(z; g)Z0 = Z0K(z; g) (4.54)
From eq.(4.48) Z¯ transforms as
Z¯(z′) = K¯(z; g)Z¯(z)G(g) (4.55)
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where
K¯(z; g) =
(
γ˜0 0
0 −1
)
K(z; g)†
(
γ0 0
0 −1
)
=
(
1 0
0 −E¯
)
K(z; g)t
(
1 0
0 −E
)
=
(
L(z; g)t 0
−2Σ¯(z; g) U−1(z; g)
) (4.56)
From eqs.(4.48, 4.55) F (z12) transforms as
F (z′12) = K¯(z2; g)F (z12)K(z1; g) (4.57)
In particular, with eqs.(4.50, 4.56), this gives the transformation rule
X ′21 = L(z2; g)
tX21L(z1; g) (4.58)
detX ′12 = Ω
2(z1; g)Ω
2(z2; g) detX12 (4.59)
where Ω(z; g) is given by
Ω(z; g)2 = detL(z; g) = sdetK(z; g) (4.60)
If we write
Lˆ(z; g) = L(z; g)/Ω(z; g)1/2 (4.61)
then Lˆ ∈ GL, the group of 4 × 4 matrices satisfying the reality condition eq.(4.53) and
det Lˆ = 1.
Corresponding to eq.(4.42) Vi
j(z21) transforms as
V (z′21) = U
−1(z2; g)V (z21)U(z1; g) (4.62)
4.3 Transformation of Vectors
If
γBR AB (z; g) = L(z; g)γ
AL(z; g)t (4.63)
then R BA (z; g) is identical to the definition (3.2), since infinitesimally
λˆ(z)γA − ˜ˆω(z)γA − γA ˜ˆω(z)t = λˆ(z)γA − γBωˆ(z) AB = γ
B∂Bh
A(z) (4.64)
as a consequence of eq.(4.7), which agrees with eq.(3.13). Furthermore eq.(4.63) shows that
the definition (3.3) of Ω(z; g) coincides with eq.(4.60).
From eq.(4.63)
γBRˆ AB (z; g) = Lˆ(z; g)γ
ALˆ(z; g)t (4.65)
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where Rˆ = R/Ω ∈ SO(1, 5) ≃ GL/Z2.
The matrix, RA
B(z; g), given in eq.(3.5) for the (N, 0) case becomes
RA
B(z; g) =
(
R BA (z; g) i(Σ
j(z; g)γ˜AL(z; g))
β
0 L βα (z; g)U
j
i (z; g)
)
(4.66)
and so DA transforms under the superconformal transformations as
DA = RA
B(z; g)D′B (4.67)
From eqs.(4.58, 4.63) tr(γAX12γ
BX21) transforms covariantly as
tr(γAX ′12γ
BX ′21) = tr(γ
CX12γ
DX21)RC
A(z1; g)RD
B(z2; g) (4.68)
4.4 Relation to Superinversion
If we define
I(z) =
(
ix˜−1+ −2ix˜
−1
− θ
j
0 Vi
j(z)
)
I¯(z) =
(
−ix˜−1− 0
−2iθ¯ix˜
−1
+ V
−1
i
j(z)
)
=
(
γ0 0
0 −1
)
I(z)†
(
γ0 0
0 −1
) (4.69)
where Vi
j(z) is given by eq.(4.26), then using θiVi
j(z) = x˜+x˜
−1
− θ
j we get
Z˜(z˜) ≡ Z(z)I(z) =
 1 0−iy+ 2φj
2φ¯i δ
j
i

¯˜Z(z˜) ≡ I¯(z)Z¯(z) =
(
iy− 1 −2φ
j
−2φ¯i 0 δ
j
i
) (4.70)
where z˜A˜ = (yA, φi) ∈ R
6|8N
− is defined in eq.(3.59).
We may also write
GT (z)GI(z) = GT˜ (z˜) =
 1 0 0−iy+ 1 2φj
2φ¯i 0 δ
j
i
 (4.71)
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where
GI(z) =
 0 ix˜− 0ix˜−1+ 1 −2ix˜−1− θj
0 −2θ¯i Vi
j(z)
 (4.72)
Note
Z˜(z˜) = GT˜ (z˜)Z˜(0)
¯˜Z(z˜) = ¯˜Z(0)GT˜ (z˜)
−1 (4.73)
and
GI(z)Z˜(0) = Z(0)I(z) (4.74)
GT˜ (z˜) forms the group of supertranslations acting on z˜ ∈ R
6|8N
− .
Z˜(z˜), ¯˜Z(z˜) transform under the superconformal transformation, z˜
i−1
−→ z
g
−→ z′
i
−→ z˜′, from
eqs.(4.48, 4.55)
Z˜(z˜′) = G(g)−1Z˜(z˜)K˜(z˜; g)
¯˜Z(z˜′) = ¯˜K(z˜; g) ¯˜Z(z˜)G(g)
(4.75)
where
K˜(z˜; g) = I(z)−1K(z; g)I(z′)
¯˜K(z˜; g) = I¯(z′)K¯(z; g)I¯(z)−1 =
(
γ0 0
0 −1
)
K˜(z˜; g)†
(
γ˜0 0
0 −1
) (4.76)
With z21
i
−→ z˜21 we may write from eq.(4.70)
Z˜(z˜21) =
 1 0−iX−112 −2iX−121 θj21
−2iθ¯21iX
−1
12 δ
j
i
 ¯˜Z(z˜21) =
(
−iX−121 1 2iX
−1
21 θ
j
21
2iθ¯21iX
−1
12 0 δ
j
i
)
(4.77)
which transform, using eqs.(4.35, 4.41), according to
δZ˜(z˜21) = Mˆ0(z1)Z˜(z˜21)− Z˜(z˜21)
(
ωˆ(z1) +
1
2
λˆ(z1) 0
0 Tˆ (z1)
)
δ ¯˜Z(z˜21) =
(
˜ˆω(z1)−
1
2
λˆ(z1) 0
0 Tˆ (z1)
)
¯˜Z(z˜21)−
¯˜Z(z˜21)Mˆ0(z1)
(4.78)
Taking
G(iB)
−1 =
 0 iγ˜
B 0
−iγB 0 0
0 0 R ji
 = epi2MB MB =
 0 iγ˜
B 0
−iγB 0 0
0 0 2
π
lnR
 (4.79)
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and
K(z; iB) = I(z)
(
−iγ˜B 0
0 R−1 ji
)
(4.80)
gives the realization of the transformation, z
iB−→ z′, given in eq.(3.71)
Z(z′) = G(iB)
−1Z(z)K(z; iB) (4.81)
From eq.(3.24) L(z; iB) ≡ x˜
−1
+ γ˜
B satisfies eq.(4.53).
Eq.(4.81) induces
Z¯(z′) = K¯(z; iB)Z¯(z)G(iB) (4.82)
where
K¯(z; iB) =
(
−iγ˜B 0
0 R
)
I¯(z) (4.83)
Note that G(iB)
2 = −1 and K(z; iB)K(z
′; iB) = −1.
4.5 Functions of Three Points
In a similar fashion to eq.(4.22), a corresponding function F˜ (z˜) for z˜A˜ = (yA, φi) ∈ R
6|8N
− is
given by
F˜ (z˜) =
(
−iy+ 2φ
j
2φ¯i δ
j
i
)
(4.84)
With this definition we may write
¯˜Z(z˜31)Z˜(z˜21) = F˜ (Z˜1) =
(
−iY1+ 2Φ
j
1
2Φ¯1i δ
j
i
)
(4.85)
where
Y1+ = X
−1
31 X32X
−1
12
Φi1 = i(X
−1
31 θ
i
31 −X
−1
21 θ
i
21)
(4.86)
with
Φ¯1i = Φ
i
1
†γ0 = Φj1Eji = i(θ¯31iX
−1
13 − θ¯21iX
−1
12 ) (4.87)
Using
X12 + X23 = X13 + 4iθ
i
12θ¯23i (4.88)
one can show
Y1− = Y1+ − 4iΦ
i
1Φ¯1i = −X
−1
21 X23X
−1
13 = −Y
t
1+
Y1 =
1
2
(Y1+ +Y1−) = −Y
t
1 = Y
A
1 γA
(4.89)
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Hence we may define Z˜1
A˜ = (Y A1 ,Φ
i
1) ∈ R
6|8N
− .
It is evident from eqs.(4.86, 4.89) that under z2 ↔ z3, Z˜1 → −Z˜1.
From eq.(4.78), F˜ (Z˜1) transforms infinitesimally as
δF˜ (Z˜1) =
(
˜ˆω(z1)−
1
2
λˆ(z1) 0
0 Tˆ (z1)
)
F˜ (Z˜1)− F˜ (Z˜1)
(
ωˆ(z1) +
1
2
λˆ(z1) 0
0 Tˆ (z1)
)
(4.90)
and hence for finite transformations
F˜ (Z˜1
′) =
(
L(z1; g)
−1 0
0 U(z1; g)
−1
)
F˜ (Z˜1)
(
L(z1; g)
−1t 0
0 U(z1; g)
)
(4.91)
Thus Z˜1 transforms homogeneously at z1. Explicitly we have from eq.(4.91)
Y′1+ = L(z1; g)
−1Y1+L(z1; g)
−1t
Φ′i1 = L(z1; g)
−1Φj1U
i
j (z1; g) Φ¯
′
1i = U
−1 j
i (z1; g)Φ¯1jL(z1; g)
−1t
(4.92)
Y1− also transforms in the same way as Y1+ in eq.(4.92).
In a similar fashion to eq.(4.24) we get
sdet F˜ (Z˜1) = detY1+ = detY1− =
detX32
detX31 detX12
(4.93)
It is useful to consider Z˜1 = (Y
A
1 ,Φ
i
1)
i−1
−→ Z1 = (X
A
1 ,Θ
i
1), where i
−1 is the inverse of
superinversion given in eq.(3.62)
X˜1± = −Y
−1
1± Θ
i
1 = −iY
−1
1−Φ
i
1 (4.94)
By taking cyclic permutations of z1, z2, z3 in eq.(4.86) we may define Z˜2, Z˜3 and hence Z2, Z3.
We find Z2, Z3 are related to Z1 in a simple form
F (Z2) =
(
iX21 0
0 V (z21)
)
F˜ (−Z˜1)
(
iX12 0
0 V (z21)
−1
)
F˜ (Z˜3) =
(
−iX−113 0
0 V (z31)
)
F (−Z1)
(
−iX−131 0
0 V (z13)
) (4.95)
where F is given in eq.(4.22).
Explicitly we have
X˜2+ = X21Y1−X12 Θ
i
2 = −iX21Φ
j
1V
i
j (z12) (4.96a)
Y3+ = X
−1
13 X˜1−X
−1
31 Φ
i
3 = iX
−1
13 Θ
j
1V
i
j (z13) (4.96b)
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If we define a function V˜ (z˜) ∈ Sp(N) for z˜ ∈ R
6|8N
− , analogous to V (z) in eq.(4.26), by
V˜ ji (z˜) = δ
j
i + 4iφ¯iY
−1
− φ
j (4.97)
then one can show
V˜ (Z˜1) = V (z13)V (z32)V (z21) (4.98)
V˜ (Z˜1) transforms as
V˜ (Z˜1
′) = U−1(z1; g)V (Z˜1)U(z1; g) (4.99)
Note also that with z
i
−→ z˜
V˜ (z˜) = V (z)−1 (4.100)
5 Reduction to Four Dimensions
The reduction of the conformal group to four-dimensions may be defined as the subgroup
such that
aA = 0 bA = 0 ωµA = 0 A = 4, 5 (5.1)
where µ = 0, 1, 2, 3.
In the superconformal case, from eq.(3.78), it is necessary therefore to require
ε¯iγ
Aε′i = 0 ρ¯iγ˜
Aρ′i = 0 ε¯iγ
[Aγ˜µ]ρi = 0 A = 4, 5 (5.2)
To solve this, we first decompose εi = εi+ + ε
i
− where
iγ˜4γ5ε
i
± = ±ε
i
± (5.3)
Defining ε¯±i = (ε
i
±)
†γ˜0 as in eq.(2.21) we have
iγ˜4γ5ε¯
t
±i = ∓ε¯
t
±i (5.4)
Since γ˜0γ1γ˜2γ3γ˜4γ5 = −1, εi± are chiral spinors in four-dimensions. We may also decompose
ρi in a similar fashion as ρi = ρi+ + ρ
i
− where now iγ4γ˜5ρ
i
± = ±ρ
i
±.
Since iγ˜4γ5 satisfies
γA(iγ˜4γ5) = ±(iγ˜4γ5)
tγA
{
+ : A = 4, 5
− : A = µ = 0, 1, 2, 3
(5.5)
eq.(5.2) becomes
ε¯+iγ
Aε′i− + ε¯−iγ
Aε′i+ = ρ¯+iγ˜
Aρ′i− + ρ¯−iγ˜
Aρ′i+ =0
ε¯+iγ
[Aγ˜µ]ρi− + ε¯−iγ
[Aγ˜µ]ρi+ = 0 A = 4, 5
(5.6)
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To solve the conditions (5.6) we require ε¯+i, ρ¯+i to be orthogonal to ε
i
−, ρ
i
− when contracting
the indices i. The solutions for εi± define spaces V± where ε
i
± ∈ V± and since, by virtue
of eq.(5.4), complex conjugation interchanges V+ and V−, we must have dimV+ = dimV−.
The maximal solution of eq.(5.6) occurs when we reduce half of the degrees of freedom for
the spinors so that dimV+ = dimV− = N . Using a basis where
iγ˜4γ5, −iγ4γ˜5 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(5.7)
the solution can be written, using the freedom of Sp(N) transformations, in the form
εi =
(
ε¯a 0
0 εat
)
ρi =
(
0 ρ¯at
ρa 0
)
a = 1, 2, · · · , N (5.8)
and so following eqs.(3.34, 3.39)
ε¯i =
(
0 εa
−ε¯ta 0
)
ρ¯i =
(
ρ¯a 0
0 −ρta
)
(5.9)
The representation7 of γµ, γ˜µ may be chosen such that ε¯α˙a = ε
aα†, ρ¯aα˙ = ρ
†
aα α, α˙ = 1, 2.
Since, from eq.(3.78), εjT ij , ρ
jT ij should remain of the form (5.8), it is necessary to restrict
the Sp(N) generators, T ji to the form
T ij =
(
tab + iφδ
a
b 0
0 −(tt) ba − iφδ
b
a
)
(5.10)
where t ∈ su(N), φ ∈ S1. With this form Sp(N)→ SU(N)× U(1)
After reduction to four-dimensions, the matrix representation of superconformal algebra,M ,
given in eq.(3.79) decomposes as
M =M+ +M− M− = −C
−1M t+C (5.11)
where, with ω45 = −ψ, w =
1
4
ωµν σ˜
µσν , w˜ = 1
4
ωµνσ
µσ˜ν ,
M+ =
 (w +
1
2
λ+ i1
2
ψ) p+ −ia·σ˜ τ+ 2ε¯b p+
−ib·σ τ− (w˜ −
1
2
λ+ i1
2
ψ) p− 2ρb τ−
2ρ¯a p+ 2ε
a τ+ (t
a
b + iφ δ
a
b) p+
 (5.12)
7See Appendix A for a particular choice of representation for γµ, γ˜µ compatible with eq.(5.9).
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and we define
p+ =
(
1 0
0 0
)
p− =
(
0 0
0 1
)
τ+ =
(
0 1
0 0
)
τ− =
(
0 0
1 0
)
(5.13)
Since p2+ = τ+τ− = p+, p
2
− = τ−τ+ = p−, p+τ+ = τ+p− = τ+, p−τ− = τ−p+ = τ−,
the form of M+ is closed under multiplication and also [M+,M
′
−] = 0. Hence M+ alone
defines the four-dimensional superconformal algebra, and it can be naturally reduced to the
(4 +N)× (4 +N) matrix, M
M =
 w +
1
2
λ + i1
2
ψ −ia·σ˜ 2ε¯b
−ib·σ w˜ − 1
2
λ+ i1
2
ψ 2ρb
2ρ¯a 2εa tab + i
2
N
ψδab
 (5.14)
where we impose strM = strM+ = i(2ψ − Nφ) = 0, removing a U(1) factor, which is
consistent with str [M,M′] = 0. For general N the R-symmetry group is SU(N) × U(1).
When N = 4, however, it is evident from eq.(5.14) that M =M0 + i
1
2
ψ 1 where M0 is of
the form (5.14) with ψ = 0, so that ψ parameterizes a U(1) invariant subalgebra. Hence
in this case we may set ψ = 0 and reduce M to M0. The associated U(1) symmetry is an
ideal of four-dimensional N = 4 superconformal symmetry, so that the R-symmetry group
is just SU(4).
From eq.(3.82) the hermiticity condition becomes
BMB−1 = −M† B =
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 −1
 (5.15)
5.1 Reduction of Superspace
The reduction of R
6|8N
+ superspace to four-dimensions is defined for z
A = (xA, θi) by setting
x4 = x5 = 0 and, as in eqs.(5.8, 5.9), restricting θi to the form
θi =
(
θ¯a 0
0 θat
)
=⇒ θ¯i =
(
0 θa
−θ¯ta 0
)
(5.16)
Hence zA → zN = (xµ, θaα, θ¯α˙a ) ∈ R
4|4N and the six-dimensional infinitesimal supersymmet-
ric interval is furthermore projected into four-dimensions, eA(z)→ eN (z), where
eN (z) = (eµ(z), dθaα, dθ¯α˙a ) e
µ(z) = dxµ + idθaσµθ¯a − iθ
aσµdθ¯a (5.17)
x˜± defined in eq.(3.23) is of the form
x˜± =
(
0 x±·σ˜
−(x∓·σ˜)
t 0
)
xµ± = x
µ ∓ iθaσµθ¯a (5.18)
Note that
x±·σ˜ = x·σ˜ ± 2iθ¯aθ
a (5.19)
The four-dimensional superconformal transformations are now realized by restricting the
six-dimensional (N, 0) superconformal transformations as in M →M with the group of di-
mensions (15+N2|8N) if N 6= 4. We then get N -extended superconformal transformations
in four-dimensions from eqs.(3.41, 3.42a)
δθa = εa + 1
2
(λ+ iΩ)θa − θaw˜ + tabθ
b + θab·σ x+·σ˜ − iρ¯
ax+·σ˜ − 4(θ
aρb) θ
b
δx+·σ˜ = x+·σ˜ b·σ x+·σ˜ − 4x+·σ˜ ρaθ
a + λx+·σ˜ + w x+·σ˜ − x+·σ˜ w˜ + 4iε¯aθ
a + a·σ˜
(5.20)
where Ω = ( 4
N
− 1)ψ. When N = 4, we get Ω = 0 and the transformations are independent
of ψ which is consistent with the reduction of the superconformal algebra in this case.
Z(z) and Z¯(z) defined by eqs.(4.14, 4.18) can also be decomposed in a similar fashion to
eqs.(5.11, 5.12) by writing
Z(z) = Z+(z) + Z−(z) Z¯(z) = Z¯+(z) + Z¯−(z) (5.21)
where
Z+(z) =
 −ix+·σ˜ τ+ 2θ¯b p+p− 0
2θa τ+ δ
a
b p+
 Z¯+(z) =
(
p+ ix−·σ˜ τ+ −2θ¯b p+
0 −2θa τ+ δ
a
b p+
)
(5.22)
and Z−(z), Z¯−(z) are given by
Z−(z) = C
−1Z¯t+(z)
(
1 0
0 E¯
)
Z¯−(z) =
(
1 0
0 −E¯
)
Z+(z)
tC (5.23)
Just as M+ →M, we can similarly have
Z+(z)→ Z(z) =
 −ix+·σ˜ 2θ¯b1 0
2θa δab

Z¯+(z)→ Z¯(z) =
(
1 ix−·σ˜ −2θ¯b
0 −2θa δab
)
=
(
1 0
0 −1
)
Z(z)†B
(5.24)
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Infinitesimally Z(z), Z¯(z) transform, from eqs.(4.48, 4.55), as
δZ(z) =MZ(z)−Z(z)H(z)
δZ¯(z) = H¯(z)Z¯(z)− Z¯(z)M
(5.25)
where
H(z) =
(
˜ˆw(z)− 1
2
λˆ(z) + i1
2
ψˆ(z) 2ρˆb(z)
0 tˆab(z) + i
2
N
ψˆ(z)δab
)
H¯(z) =
(
wˆ(z) + 1
2
λˆ(z) + i1
2
ψˆ(z) 0
2¯ˆρa(z) tˆab(z) + i
2
N
ψˆ(z)δab
) (5.26)
with
˜ˆw(z)− 1
2
λˆ(z) + i1
2
ψˆ(z) = w˜ + 4ρaθ
a − b·σx+·σ˜ −
1
2
λ+ i1
2
ψ
wˆ(z) + 1
2
λˆ(z) + i1
2
ψˆ(z) = w − 4θ¯aρ¯
a + x−·σ˜b·σ +
1
2
λ+ i1
2
ψ = −( ˜ˆw(z)− 1
2
λˆ(z) + i1
2
ψˆ(z))†
tˆab(z) + i
2
N
ψˆ(z)δab = t
a
b + 4iθ
ab·σθ¯b + 4(ρ¯
aθ¯b − θ
aρb) + i
2
N
ψδab
ρˆa(z) = ρa − ib·σθ¯a ¯ˆρ
a(z) = ρ¯a + iθab·σ = ρˆa(z)
†
(5.27)
In general, with zA → zN ∈ R4|4N , F (z) defined in eq.(4.22) can also be decomposed as
F (z) = F+(z) + F−(z) (5.28)
where
F+(z) =
(
−ix+·σ˜ τ+ 2θ¯b p+
2θa τ+ δ
a
b p+
)
F−(z) =
(
1 0
0 −E¯
)
F+(−z)
t
(
1 0
0 −E
) (5.29)
Analogous to eqs.(4.22, 4.25, 4.26) we define for any zN = (xµ, θaα, θ¯α˙a ) ∈ R
4|4N
F(z) =
(
−ix+·σ˜ 2θ¯b
2θa δab
)
(5.30)
so that F+(z)→ F(z). Furthermore(
1 0
−2iθa(x+·σ˜)
−1 1
)
F(z)
(
1 −2i(x+·σ˜)
−1θ¯b
0 1
)
=
(
−ix+·σ˜ 0
0 vab(−z)
)
(5.31)
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defines
vab(z) = δ
a
b + 4i
1
x2−
θax−·σθ¯b (5.32)
which satisfies
vab(−z) = v
−1a
b(z) = v
†a
b(z) (5.33)
The superdeterminant of F(z) is given by
sdet F(z) = −x2− (5.34)
and also from eq.(5.31)
det v(z) =
x2−
x2+
(5.35)
In the above, we considered the reduction R
6|8N
+ → R
4|4N . Alternatively we may consider
the reduction of R
6|8N
− superspace. For z˜
A˜ = (yA, φi) ∈ R
6|8N
− we set y
4 = y5 = 0 and,
analogous to eq.(5.16),
φi =
(
0 φ¯at
φa 0
)
=⇒ φ¯i =
(
φ¯a 0
0 −φta
)
(5.36)
Hence z˜A˜ → z˜N˜ = (yµ, φa, φ¯
a).
After reducing to four-dimensions, R
6|8N
± → R
4|4N , the superspaces are no longer inequiva-
lent. This is apparent by using the reflection transformation r5 defined by eqs.(3.68, 3.69)
with the Sp(N) transformation R given by
R ji =
(
0 −ζab
ζ¯ab 0
)
ζabζ¯bc = δ
a
c ζ
ab = ζba ζ¯ab = (ζ
ab)∗ (5.37)
which satisfies eq.(3.73). Letting now R
6|8N
−
r−1
5
−−−→ R
6|8N
+ −→ R
4|4N , we get z˜A˜ → zN =
(xµ, θa, θ¯a) where x
µ = yµ and
θa = −ζabφtbǫ
−1 θ¯a = ǫ¯
−1φ¯btζ¯ba (5.38)
In a similar fashion to eq.(5.18), y± = y ± 2iφ
iφ¯i reduces to
y± =
(
0 −(y±·σ)
t
y∓·σ 0
)
yµ± = y
µ ± iφ¯aσ˜µφa = x
µ
± (5.39)
where we may also write
y±·σ = y·σ ∓ 2iφaφ¯
a (5.40)
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In a similar fashion to eqs.(5.28, 5.29), F˜ (z˜) defined in eq.(4.84) can be decomposed as
F˜ (z˜) = F˜+(z˜) + F˜−(z˜) (5.41)
where
F˜+(z˜) =
(
−iy−·σ τ− 2φb τ−
2φ¯a p+ δ
a
b p+
)
F˜−(z˜) =
(
1 0
0 −E¯
)
F˜+(−z˜)
t
(
1 0
0 −E
) (5.42)
Hence we reduce F˜+(z˜) to F˜(z˜)
F˜(z˜) =
(
−iy−·σ 2φb
2φ¯a δab
)
(5.43)
With eq.(5.38) F˜(z˜) is related to F(z) as
F(z) =
(
ǫ¯−1 0
0 −ζ
)
F˜(−z˜)t
(
ǫ−1 0
0 −ζ¯
)
(5.44)
5.2 Superinversion in R4|4N
In the four-dimensional superspace, R4|4N , superinversion may be defined by the reduction of
i5, given by eq.(3.71) with R as in eq.(5.37). This definition gives z
N → z′N = (x′µ, θ′aα, θ¯′α˙a )
where
x′µ± = −
xµ∓
x2∓
θ′at = −i
1
x2−
ǫ−1x−·σθ¯b ζ
ba θ¯′a = i
1
x2+
ǫ¯−1x+·σ
tθbt ζ¯ba (5.45)
This may be rewritten as
θ′a = i
1
x2−
˜¯θax−·σ˜
˜¯θa = −ζbaθ¯tbǫ¯
θ¯′a = −i
1
x2+
x+·σ˜θ˜a θ˜a = ǫθ
btζ¯ba
(5.46)
which is just the conventional definition of superinversion in four-dimensions.
In six-dimensional superspace the transformation i5 belongs to the connected superconfor-
mal group and restricting to four-dimensions we may write from eqs.(4.79, 4.80)
G(i5)
−1 = G+(i5)
−1 +G−(i5)
−1 K(z; i5) = K+(z; i5) +K−(z; i5) (5.47)
34
where
G+(i5)
−1 =
 0 ǫ
−1 p− 0
ǫ¯ p+ 0 0
0 0 ζ¯ab τ−

K+(z; i5) =
(
i(ǫ¯x+·σ˜)
−1 τ− −2i(x−·σ˜)
−1θ¯cζ
cb p−
0 vac(z)ζ
cb τ+
)
vab(z) = δ
a
b + 4i
1
x2−
θax−·σθ¯b det v(z) =
x2−
x2+
(5.48)
and G−(i5)
−1, K−(z; i5) are given by
G−(i5)
−1 = C−1G+(i5)
tC K−(z; i5)
t =
(
γ˜0 0
0 E
)
K+(z; i5)
†
(
γ0 0
0 E¯
)
(5.49)
Then z
i5−→ z′ is given by
G+(i5)
−1Z+(z)K+(z; i5) = Z−(z
′) (5.50)
which can be reduced to
G(i)−1Z(z)K(z; i) =
 1 0ix′−·σ˜t −2θ′at
2θ¯′tb δ
a
b
 = Z¯(z′)t (5.51)
where
G(i)−1 =
 ǫ¯ 0 00 ǫ−1 0
0 0 −ζ¯ab
 K(z; i) = ( i(ǫ¯x+·σ˜)−1 2i(x−·σ˜)−1θ¯cζcb
0 −vac(z)ζ
cb
)
(5.52)
Similarly we have
K¯(z; i)Z¯(z)G(i) = Z(z′)t (5.53)
where
K¯(z; i) =
(
−i(x−·σ˜ǫ)
−1 0
2iζ¯acθ
c(x+·σ˜)
−1 −ζ¯acv
−1c
b(z)
)
v−1ab(z) = v
†a
b(z) = v
a
b(−z) = δ
a
b − 4i
1
x2+
θax+·σθ¯b
(5.54)
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5.3 Functions of Two-points in R4|4N
For two points, the supersymmetric interval zA12 defined in eq.(4.3) can be reduced z
A
12 →
zN12 = (x
µ
12, θ
aα
12 , θ¯
α˙
12a) = −z
N
21
xµ12 = x
µ
1 − x
µ
2 + iθ
a
1σ
µθ¯2a − iθ
a
2σ
µθ¯1a (5.55)
Now we have from eqs.(5.22, 5.29)
Z¯+(z2)Z+(z1) = F+(z12) =
(
ix2¯1·σ˜ τ+ −2θ¯21b p+
−2θa21 τ+ δ
a
b p+
)
(5.56)
where
xµ2¯1 = x
µ
2− − x
µ
1+ − 2iθ
a
1σ
µθ¯2a = x
µ
21 + iθ
a
21σ
µθ¯21a = (x
µ
21)− = −(x
µ
12)+ (5.57)
Similarly we write
xµ1¯2 = x
µ
1− − x
µ
2+ − 2iθ
a
2σ
µθ¯1a = x
µ
12 + iθ
a
12σ
µθ¯12a = (x
µ
12)− = −(x
µ
21)+ (5.58)
In terms of eqs.(5.24, 5.30) (5.56) is reduced to
Z¯(z2)Z(z1) = F(z12) =
(
ix2¯1·σ˜ −2θ¯21b
−2θa21 δ
a
b
)
(5.59)
From eq.(5.34)
sdet F(z12) = −x
2
1¯2 (5.60)
Infinitesimally F(z12) transforms, from eq.(5.25), as
δF(z12) = H¯(z2)F(z12)− F(z12)H(z1) (5.61)
From eqs.(5.51, 5.53) under superinversion
K¯(z2; i)F(z12)K(z1; i) = F(z
′
12)
t (5.62)
which gives using eq.(5.59)
(x2−·σ˜)
−1x2¯1·σ˜(x1+·σ˜)
−1 = −x′1¯2·σ x
′2
1¯2 =
x22¯1
x22− x
2
1+
(5.63)
By considering F(z12)
−1 we may also show
ζ¯v−1(z2)v(z21)v(z1)ζ = v(z
′
21)
t (5.64)
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5.4 Functions of Three-points in R4|4N
For three points, just as in the six-dimensional case, we may define Z˜1
N ∈ R4|4N which
transforms homogeneously at z1 ∈ R
4|4N . With eq.(4.85)
F˜(Z˜1) =
(
−iY1−·σ 2Φ1b
2Φ¯a1 δ
a
b
)
(5.65)
where
Y1−·σ = (x3¯1·σ˜)
−1x3¯2·σ˜(x1¯2·σ˜)
−1
Φ1a = i(x3¯1·σ˜)
−1θ¯31a − i(x2¯1·σ˜)
−1θ¯21a
Φ¯a1 = iθ
a
12(x1¯2·σ˜)
−1 − iθa13(x1¯3·σ˜)
−1
(5.66)
Using
x1¯3·σ˜ + x2¯1·σ˜ − 4iθ¯21aθ
a
13 = x2¯3·σ˜ (5.67)
one can show the consistency condition
Y1+·σ = Y1−·σ − 4iΦ1aΦ¯
a
1 = −(x2¯1·σ)
−1x2¯3·σ(x1¯3·σ)
−1 = (Y1−·σ)
† (5.68)
which is necessary to define Z1
N = (Xµ,Θa, Θ¯a) ∈ R
4|4N with Θa, Θ¯a defined according to
eq.(5.38).
From eq.(4.90), F˜(Z˜1) transforms infinitesimally as
δF˜(Z˜1) =
(
˜ˆw(z1)−
1
2
λˆ(z1) + i
1
2
ψˆ(z1) 0
0 tˆ(z1) + i
2
N
ψˆ(z1)
)
F˜(Z˜1)
− F˜(Z˜1)
(
wˆ(z1) +
1
2
λˆ(z1) + i
1
2
ψˆ(z1) 0
0 tˆ(z1) + i
2
N
ψˆ(z1)
) (5.69)
6 Superconformal Invariance of Correlation Functions
In this section we assume that there exist quasi-primary superfields, ΨI(z) which under the
superconformal transformation, g, where z
g
−→ z′, transform as
ΨI
g
−→ Ψ′I Ψ′I(z′) = ΨJ(z)D IJ (z; g) (6.1)
D(z; g) obeys the group property so that under the successive superconformal transforma-
tions, g′′ : z
g
−→ z′
g′
−→ z′′, it satisfies
D(z; g)D(z′; g′) = D(z; g′′) (6.2)
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and hence also
D(z; g)−1 = D(z′; g−1) (6.3)
We choose here D(z; g) to be a representation of SO(1, 5)×Sp(N)×D, which is a subgroup
of the stability group at z = 0, where D is the one dimensional group of dilations, and so
with ΨI ≡ Ψρr it may be factorized
D IJ (z; g) = D
σ
ρ (Lˆ(z; g))D
s
r (U(z; g))Ω(z; g)
−η (6.4)
where D σρ (Lˆ), D
s
r (U) are representations of GL, Sp(N) respectively and since Ω(z; g) sep-
arately satisfies eq.(6.2), Ω(z; g)−η forms a one dimensional representation of D with η, the
scale dimension of Ψρr.
Infinitesimally
δΨρr(z) = −(L+ ηλˆ(z))Ψρr(z)−Ψσr(z)1
2
(sAB)
ρ
σ ωˆ
AB(z)−Ψρs(z)1
2
(t ji )
r
s Tˆ
i
j (z) (6.5)
where sAB, t
j
i are matrix generators of SO(1, 5), Sp(N) satisfying
[sAB, sCD] = −ηACsBD + ηADsBC + ηBCsAD − ηBDsAC
[t ji , t
l
k ] = −δ
j
k t
l
i + δ
l
i t
j
k − E
jltki + E¯ikt
jl
(6.6)
where tki = tik = t
m
k E¯mi, t
jl = tlj = tm
lEmj . Thus
[1
2
t ji T1j
i, 1
2
t lk T2l
k] = 1
2
t ji [T1, T2]
i
j (6.7)
From eqs.(4.16, 4.17) using eq.(6.6) we have
δ3Ψ
ρr = [δ2, δ1]Ψ
ρr (6.8)
Superconformal invariance for a general n-point function requires
〈Ψ′I11 (z1)Ψ
′I2
2 (z2) · · ·Ψ
′In
n (zn)〉 = 〈Ψ
I1
1 (z1)Ψ
I2
2 (z2) · · ·Ψ
In
n (zn)〉 (6.9)
6.1 Two-point Correlation Functions
The solution for the two-point function of the quasi-primary superfields, Ψρr, has the general
form
〈Ψρr(z1)Ψ
σs(z2)〉 = CΨ
Iρσ(Xˆ12)I
rs(V (z12))
(detX12)
1
2
η
(6.10)
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where we define
Xˆ12 =
X12
(detX12)
1
4
(6.11)
and Iρσ(Xˆ12), I
rs(V (z12)) are tensors transforming covariantly according to the appropriate
representations of GL, Sp(N) which are formed by decomposition of tensor products of
Xˆ12, V (z12), where V (z12) is given by eq.(4.26).
Under superconformal transformations Iρσ(Xˆ12), I
rs(V (z12)) satisfy from eqs.(4.58, 4.62)
D(Lˆ(z1; g))
tI(Xˆ12)D(Lˆ(z2; g)) = I(Xˆ
′
12) (6.12a)
D(U(z1; g))
tI(V (z12))D(U(z2; g)) = I(V (z
′
12)) (6.12b)
As examples, we consider the spinorial fields, φα(z), φ¯α(z) which transform as
φ′α(z′) = Ω(z; g)−ηφβ(z)Lˆ αβ (z; g) (6.13a)
φ¯′α(z
′) = Ω(z; g)−ηLˆ βα (z
′; g−1)φ¯β(z) (6.13b)
so that sAB →
1
2
γ[Aγ˜B].
The two-point functions are
〈φα(z1)φ
β(z2)〉 = Cφ
Iαβ(Xˆ12)
(detX12)
1
2
η
Iαβ(Xˆ12) = Xˆ
αβ
12 (6.14a)
〈φ¯α(z1)φ¯β(z2)〉 = Cφ¯
I¯αβ(Xˆ12)
(detX12)
1
2
η
I¯αβ(Xˆ12) = (Xˆ
−1
21 )αβ (6.14b)
Iαβ(Xˆ12), I¯αβ(Xˆ12) satisfy
Iαβ(Xˆ12)I¯γβ(Xˆ12) = δ
α
γ (6.15)
For a vector field, V A(z), where the representation of GL is given by Rˆ
B
A (z; g), we have
〈V A(z1)V
B(z2)〉 = CV
IAB(Xˆ12)
(detX12)
1
2
η
IAB(Xˆ12) =
1
4
tr(γAXˆ12γ
BXˆ21) (6.16)
From eqs.(2.11b,A.1a) and using Xˆ t12 = Xˆ21, det Xˆ12 = 1 we have
(Xˆ−112 γ˜AXˆ
−1
21 )αβ =
1
2
ǫαβγδ(Xˆ21γAXˆ12)
γδ (6.17)
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which implies with eq.(2.11a)
IAB(Xˆ12) =
1
4
tr(γAXˆ12γBXˆ21) =
1
4
tr(γ˜AXˆ
−1
21 γ˜BXˆ
−1
12 ) (6.18)
Hence IAB(Xˆ12) satisfies
IAB(Xˆ12)ICB(Xˆ12) = δ
A
C (6.19)
Note that I(Xˆ12) ∝ R(z12; i), where R(z; i) is given by eq.(3.65).
For a scalar field, S(z) and a symplectic field, ψi(z), which transforms as
ψ′i(z′) = Ω(z; g)−ηψj(z)U ij (z; g) (6.20)
the two-point functions are
〈S(z1)S(z2)〉 = CS
1
(detX12)
1
2
η
(6.21)
〈ψi(z1)ψ
j(z2)〉 = Cψ
V ij(z12)
(detX12)
1
2
η
V ij(z12) = V
j
k (z12)E
ki (6.22)
The uniqueness of the two-point function can be shown using the method in [13].
6.2 Three-point Correlation Functions
The solution for the three-point function of the quasi-primary superfields, Ψρr, has the
general form [13]
〈Ψρr1 (z1)Ψ
σs
2 (z2)Ψ
τt
3 (z3)〉 =
Iσσ
′
(Xˆ21)I
ττ ′(Xˆ31)I
ss′(V (z21))I
tt′(V (z31))H
ρr
σ′s′τ ′t′(Z˜1)
(detX31)
1
2
η3(detX12)
1
2
η2
(6.23)
where Z˜1
A˜ = (YA1 ,Φ
i
1) ∈ R
6|8N
− is given by eqs.(4.86, 4.89).
Superconformal invariance (6.9) is equivalent, from eqs.(4.59, 4.92, 6.12a), to
Hρ
′r
σsτt(Z˜)Dρ′
ρ(Lˆ) = Dσ
σ′(Lˆ)Dτ
τ ′(Lˆ)Hρrσ′sτ ′t(Z˜
′)
Z˜
′A˜ = (Y BRˆB
A(Lˆ), Lˆ−1Φi)
(6.24a)
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Hρr
′
σsτt(Z˜)Dr′
r(U) = Ds
s′(U)Dt
t′(U)Hρrσs′τt′(Z˜
′′)
Z˜
′′A˜ = (Y A, ΦjU ij )
(6.24b)
Hρrσsτt(Z˜) = λ
η2+η3−η1Hρrσsτt(Z˜
′′′)
Z˜
′′′A˜ = (λY A, λ
1
2Φi)
(6.24c)
Note that Lˆ ∈ GL, U ∈ Sp(N), λ ∈ R and RˆB
A(Lˆ) is given by eq.(4.65).
In general there may be a finite number, n, linearly independent solutions of eq.(6.24a) so
that the three-point function depends on n parameters.
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Appendix
A Notations & Useful Equations
Using eqs.(2.7, 2.9) one can derive
(γA)αβ(γA)γδ = 2c ǫαβγδ (A.1a)
(γ˜A)αβ(γ˜A)
γδ = 2
1
c
ǫαβγδ (A.1b)
where ǫ1234 = ǫ
1234 = 1 and c is a constant, equal to the Pfaffian of γ0, which can be without
loss of generality taken to be −1 to get eqs.(2.11a, 2.11b).
Due to the identities8
γ[Aγ˜BγC] = −1
6
ǫABCDEF γ
Dγ˜EγF γ˜[AγB γ˜C] = 1
6
ǫABCDEF γ˜
DγE γ˜F (A.2)
there are only 10 independent γ[Aγ˜BγC] and γ˜[AγB γ˜C] separately and both of them form
bases of 4× 4 symmetric matrices with the completeness relation
(γ[Aγ˜BγC])αβ(γ˜[AγB γ˜C])
γδ = −24(δ γα δ
δ
β + δ
δ
α δ
γ
β ) (A.3)
The coefficient on the right hand side may be determined by
tr(γ[Aγ˜BγC]γ˜[DγEγ˜F ]) = 4ǫ
ABC
DEF − 24δ
[A
Dδ
B
Eδ
C]
F (A.4)
A particular convenient choice for γA, γ˜A is
γµ =
(
0 −σµt
σµ 0
)
γ4 =
(
ǫ¯ 0
0 ǫ
)
γ5 = i
(
ǫ¯ 0
0 −ǫ
)
γ˜µ =
(
0 σ˜µ
−σ˜µt 0
)
γ˜4 = −
(
ǫ¯−1 0
0 ǫ−1
)
γ˜5 = i
(
ǫ¯−1 0
0 −ǫ−1
) (A.5)
where ǫαβ , ǫ¯α˙β˙ are the 2× 2 anti-symmetric matrices, ǫ12 = ǫ¯12 = 1 with inverses,
(ǫ−1)αβ, (ǫ¯−1)α˙β˙ and (σµ)αα˙, (σ˜
µ)α˙α, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 are 2× 2 matrices satisfying
σµσ˜ν + σν σ˜µ = 2ηµν ηµν = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1)
σµαα˙σ˜
β˙β
µ = 2δ
β
α δ
β˙
α˙ σ
µ
αα˙σµββ˙ = 2ǫαβ ǫ¯α˙β˙
ǫσ˜µtǫ¯ = −σµ ǫ¯−1σµtǫ−1 = −σ˜µ
(A.6)
8We put ǫ012345 = 1 and [ ] means anti-symmetrizing indices with “strength one”.
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We define the conjugate of Diα, D˜
α
i to be
D¯iα = −
∂
∂θ¯αi
+ i(γAθi)α
∂
∂xA
¯˜Diα = −
∂
∂
¯˜
θiα
+ i(γ˜Aθ˜i)α
∂
∂xA
(A.7)
so that they satisfy the pseudo-Majorana condition
Diα = D¯
j
αE¯ji D˜
α
i =
¯˜DjαE¯ji (A.8)
B Derivation of Eqs.(3.29, 3.30, 3.31, 3.36, 3.37)
We recall eqs.(3.20, 3.25)
Diαh˜
βγ = 1
3
(δ βα Diδh˜
δγ − δ γα Diδh˜
δβ) (B.1)
h˜(x, θ) = x˜−b(θ)x˜+ +W (θ)x˜+ + x˜−W
t(θ) + A˜(θ) (B.2)
Writing Ψαβγ = Diαbβγ(θ), Ψα = x˜
βγΨβγα, the x
2 terms read
3x2Ψαβγ = xβαΨγ − xγαΨβ (B.3)
and so
3x2(Ψαβγ +Ψβαγ +Ψγβα) = 2xβγΨα (B.4)
Contracting with x˜γβ gives
2Ψα = 3x˜
γβΨαβγ (B.5)
which implies γ˜βγA (2Diβbγα + 3Diαbβγ) = 0, and by eq.(2.9) we get
3Diαbβγ +Diβbγα +Diγbαβ = 0 (B.6)
which gives Diαbβγ = −
3
2
Di[αbβγ] = 0. Thus, b(θ) is independent of θ.
Now the terms linear in x read
3Diα(W (θ)γ˜
A)[βγ] = δ βα Diδ(W (θ)γ˜
A)[δγ] − δ γα Diδ(W (θ)γ˜
A)[δβ] (B.7)
Contracting with γAδǫ gives
3DiαW
[γ
[δ δ
β]
ǫ] = DiηW
η
[δδ
[β
ǫ]δ
γ]
α +Di[δW
[β
ǫ]δ
γ]
α (B.8)
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Contracting with δδγ again, we get
2(DiαW
β
γ − δ
β
α DiγW
δ
δ) = DiδW
δ
{αδ
β
γ} −Di{αW
β
γ} − 3Di{αδ
β
γ}W
δ
δ (B.9)
The right hand side is symmetric over α↔ γ and so
DiαW
β
γ − δ
β
α DiγW
δ
δ = DiγW
β
α − δ
β
γ DiαW
δ
δ (B.10)
Contracting with δαβ gives DiαW
α
β = 4DiβW
β
β. Substituting this back into eq.(B.9) gives
DiαW
β
γ − δ
β
α DiγW
δ
δ = −5(DiγW
β
α − δ
β
γ DiαW
δ
δ) (B.11)
which implies eq.(3.30) and
DjδDiαW
β
γ = −δ
β
α DiγDjδW
ǫ
ǫ = −DiγDjαW
β
δ = δ
β
γDjαDiδW
ǫ
ǫ (B.12)
Contracting with δ γβ gives
DjβDiαW
γ
γ = 4DjαDiβW
γ
γ (B.13)
which implies DjβDiαW
γ
γ = 0 and so eq.(3.31).
Acting Djδ on eq.(3.35) reads
9
2
DjδDiαA˜
βγ = DiδDjǫA˜
ǫ[βδ γ]α + δ
[β
δ δ
γ]
α DiǫDjηA˜
ǫη (B.14)
Contracting with δαβ gives
3DjδDiαA˜
αγ +DiδDjαA˜
αγ = −δ γδ DiǫDjηA˜
ǫη (B.15)
The right hand side of which is symmetric over i↔ j, and so
DiαDjβA˜
βγ = DjαDiβA˜
βγ = −1
4
δ γα DiǫDjηA˜
ǫη (B.16)
Substituting this back into eq.(B.14) reads eq.(3.36). Eq.(3.36) implies
DiαDjβDkγA˜
βγ = DjβDkγDiαA˜
βγ = −1
4
DjαDkβDiγA˜
βγ (B.17)
and so DiαDjβDkγA˜
βγ = 0. Therefore, we get eq.(3.37).
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C (N, 0) Superconformal Algebra
We write the superconformal generators in general as
χ = aAPA + ε¯iQ
i + λD + 1
2
ωABMAB + b
AKA + ρ¯iS
i + 1
2
T ji A
i
j (C.1)
where the Sp(N) generators, A ji , satisfy A
† = −A, AtE + EA = 0.
The (N, 0) superconformal algebra can now be obtained by imposing
[χ1, χ2] = −iχ3 (C.2)
where χi is defined by substituting (a
A, εi, λ, ωAB, bA, ρi, T ji ) by the corresponding coeffi-
cient appearing in eq.(3.78). From this expression, we can read off the following (N, 0)
superconformal algebra.
• Poincare´ algebra
[PA, PB] = 0 [MAB, PC] = i(ηACPB − ηBCPA)
[MAB,MCD] = i(ηACMBD − ηADMBC − ηBCMAD + ηBDMAC)
(C.3)
• Supersymmetry algebra
[PA, Q
i] = 0 {Qi, Qj} = 2E ijγAPA
[MAB, Q
i] = i1
2
γ[Aγ˜B]Q
i
(C.4)
• Special superconformal algebra
[KA, KB] = 0 [MAB, KC ] = i(ηACKB − ηBCKA)
[KA, S
i] = 0 {Si, Sj} = 2E ijγ˜AKA
[MAB, S
i] = i1
2
γ˜[AγB]S
i
(C.5)
• Cross terms between (P,Q) and (K,S)
[PA, KB] = 2i(MAB + ηABD)
[PA, S
i] = γ˜AQ
i [KA, Q
i] = γAS
i
{Qiα, S
jβ} = iE ij(2δ βα D + (γ
[Aγ˜B]) βα MAB)− 4iδ
β
α A
ij
(C.6)
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• Dilations
[D,PA] = −iPA [D,KA] = iKA
[D,Qi] = −i1
2
Qi [D,Si] = i1
2
Si
[D,D] = [D,MAB] = [D,A
j
i ] = 0
(C.7)
• R-symmetry, Sp(N)
[A ji , A
l
k ] = i(δ
j
k A
l
i − δ
l
i A
j
k + E
jlAki − E¯ikA
jl)
[A ji , Q
k] = i(E jkQ¯ti − δ
k
i Q
j)
[A ji , S
k] = i(E jkS¯ti − δ
k
i S
j)
[A ji , PA] = [A
j
i , KA] = [A
j
i ,MAB] = 0
(C.8)
where Aij = Aji = A
k
i E¯kj, A
ij = Aji = Ak
jEki.
D Realization of O(2, 6) structure in M
We exhibit explicitly the relation of the six-dimensional conformal group to O(2, 6) by
introducing eight-dimensional gamma matrices with R = 0, 1, · · · , 7(
0 ΣR
Σ˜R 0
)
(D.1)
ΣR, Σ˜R satisfy
ΣRΣ˜S + ΣSΣ˜R = 2GRS (D.2)
where GRS = diag(+1,−1,−1, · · · ,−1,+1). In particular, here we choose ΣR, Σ˜R as
ΣA =
(
γ˜A 0
0 γA
)
Σ6 =
(
0 i
−i 0
)
Σ7 =
(
0 i
i 0
)
Σ˜A =
(
γA 0
0 γ˜A
)
Σ˜6 = −Σ6 Σ˜7 = −Σ7
(D.3)
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ΣR, Σ˜R satisfy (
0 γ˜0
γ0 0
)
ΣR
(
0 γ0
γ˜0 0
)
= Σ˜R
† = ΣR
(
0 1
1 0
)
ΣR
(
0 1
1 0
)
= −Σ˜R
t
(D.4)
For the matrix,M , given in eq.(3.79), we may now express the 8×8 part in terms of Σ[RΣ˜S](
ω + 1
2
λ −ia˜
−ib ω˜ − 1
2
λ
)
= 1
4
ωRSΣ
[RΣ˜S] (D.5)
where ω67, ωA6, ωA7 are given by
ω67 = λ ωA6 = aA − bA ωA7 = aA + bA (D.6)
ΣRS ≡ 1
2
Σ[RΣ˜S] generates the Lie algebra of O(2, 6)
[ΣRS ,ΣTU ] = −GRTΣSU +GRUΣST +GSTΣRU −GSUΣRT (D.7)
Eqs.(3.82, 3.83), the conditions on M , are satisfied by eq.(D.4).
The result on superinversion (3.67) corresponds to the reflection of the sixth axis.
E Superconformally Covariant Operators
In general acting on a quasi-primary superfield, Ψρr(z), with the spinor derivative, Diα,
does not lead to a quasi-primary field. For a superfield, Ψρr, from eqs.(4.10, 4.11) we have
DiαδΨ
ρr = −(L + (η + 1
2
)λˆ)DiαΨ
ρr + ˜ˆωα
βDiβΨ
ρr −DiαΨ
σr 1
2
(sABωˆ
AB) ρσ
+ Tˆ ji DjαΨ
ρr −DiαΨ
ρs 1
2
(t kj Tˆ
j
k )
r
s + 2
¯ˆρjβ(ΨY
jβ
iα )
ρr
(E.1)
We may connect the generator of GL to SO(1, 5) by
sα
β ≡ −1
2
sAB(γ
[Aγ˜B])α
β (E.2)
where
[sα
β, sγ
δ] = 2δ δα sγ
β − 2δ βγ sα
δ (E.3)
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so that sα
β ˜ˆωβ
α = sABωˆ
AB and then
Y jβiα = ηδ
j
i δ
β
α − δ
j
i sα
β + 2t ji δ
β
α (E.4)
To ensure that DiαΨ
ρr is quasi-primary it is necessary that the terms proportional to ρˆ
vanish and this can be achieved by restricting DiαΨ
ρr to an irreducible representation of
GL, Sp(N) and choosing a particular value of η so that ΨY = 0. The change of the scale
dimension, η → η + 1
2
, in eq.(E.1) is also apparent from eq.(4.67)
Diα = Ω(z; g)
1/2Lˆ βα (z; g)U
j
i (z; g)D
′
jβ (E.5)
As an illustration we consider tensorial fields, Ψα1···αlβ1···βmi1···in , which transform as
δΨα1···αlβ1···βmi1···in = −(L + ηλˆ)Ψ
α1···αl
β1···βmi1···in
−
l∑
p=1
Ψα1···γ···αlβ1···βmi1···in
˜ˆωγ
αp +
m∑
q=1
˜ˆωβq
γΨα1···αlβ1···γ···βmi1···in
+
n∑
r=1
Tˆir
jΨα1···αlβ1···βmi1···j···in
(E.6)
In this case we have
(ΨY jβiα )
α1···αl
β1···βmi1···in = 2δ
j
i
− l∑
p=1
δ αpα Ψ
α1···β···αl
β1···βmi1···in +
m∑
q=1
δ ββqΨ
α1···αl
β1···α···βmi1···in

+ 2δ βα
(
n∑
r=1
(E¯iirE
jkΨα1···αlβ1···βmi1···k···in − δ
j
irΨ
α1···αl
β1···βmi1···i···in)
)
+ (η + 1
2
l − 1
2
m)δ ji δ
β
α Ψ
α1···αl
β1···βmi1···in
(E.7)
In particular, eq.(E.7) shows that the following are quasi-primary
D(i(αΨβ1···βm)i1···in) if η = 2n−
3
2
m (E.8a)
D(i[αΨβ1···βm]i1···in) if η = 2n+
5
2
m (E.8b)
D(i|α|Ψ
[αα1···αl]
i1···in)
if η = 15
2
− 5
2
l + 2n (E.8c)
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D(i|α|Ψ
(αα1···αl)
i1···in)
if η = 15
2
+ 3
2
l + 2n (E.8d)
D(i|α|Ψ
β
i1···in)
− 1
4
δ βα D(i|γ|Ψ
γ
i1···in)
if η = 2n− 1
2
(E.8e)
where ( ), [ ] denote the usual symmetrization, anti-symmetrization respectively and obvi-
ously eqs.(E.8b, E.8c) are nontrivial if m, l ≤ 3.
Now we consider the case where more than one spinor derivative, Diα, act on a quasi-
primary superfield. In this case, acting on a general tensor field, there are inhomogeneous
terms proportional to ¯ˆρjβ, as in eq.(E.1), but also
Diα¯ˆρjβ =
1
2
ibαβ E¯ij (E.9)
The latter terms can be eliminated by symmetrizing all the symplectic indices, i, j, · · ·,
while the ¯ˆρ terms may vanish by a suitable choice of the scale dimension, η.
Hence, the following are quasi-primary
D(i1[α1 · · ·DikαkΨβ1···βm]j1···jn) if η =
5
2
m+ 2n+ 2k − 2 (E.10a)
D(i1|α1| · · ·Dik |αk|Ψ
[α1···αkβ1···βl]
j1···jn)
if η = 8 + 2n− 5
2
l − 1
2
k (E.10b)
Note that
D(i(αDj)β) = 0 (E.11)
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